Modern Language Association (MLA) Abbreviated Style Rules (8th ed.)

General Guidelines:
Margins/Spacing: 1 inch, double-spaced, 1 space after periods*
Font/Size: readable, standard size (e.g. Times New Roman, 12 pt.)

*Unless your teacher requests two. Also, no title page required, unless by teacher request.

Works Cited: centered
Alphabetized citations with hanging indents

Fig. 1. The top of the first page of a research paper.

Citing Sources in MLA 8
MLA 8 uses a set of universal guidelines writers can apply to any source type. Citations should be uniform and give enough information for readers to locate the source material.

Core Elements, in order, with their corresponding punctuation marks:

1. Author(s), (includes screen name)
2. Title of Source, (major works italicized, minor/shorter works in “quotation marks”)  
3. Title of Container, (larger whole that “holds” the source, e.g. album containing a song, website containing an article, television show containing an episode, Twitter contains a tweet)
4. Other Contributors, (e.g. edited by, translated/directed/produced/illustrated by)
5. Version, 
6. Number, (such as volume or episode)
7. Publisher, 
8. Publication Date, 
9. Location, (can be URL or page number; use p. for one page, pp. for page range; if a previous element is the last one, close it with a period)

General order of the Core Elements (if an element does not apply, leave it out-no placeholders):

Author, Title of Source, Title of the Container, Other Contributors, Version, Number, 
Publisher’s Name, Date of publication, Location.

In-Text Citations in MLA 8
In-text citations are generally made up of the author’s last name and the page number. If there isn’t an author, use the first item in the full citation entry. No punctuation is used between name and page.

If a quotation extends more than four lines in your paper, set it off from the text by block indenting ½ inch from the left margin. Introduce the quote with a colon, unless your introduction requires other or no punctuation. Do not use quotation marks unless they are present in the original. Do not add extra indentations for the first paragraph, but do indent the first line of new paragraphs that begin in the middle of the quotation.
Works Cited


For a print book:

Author’s Last Name, First Name, *Title of Book*. Publisher’s Name, Year of publication, Location (p. # or pp. #–#). End after Pub year if citing multiple sections in-text.

For a website:

Author’s Last Name or Author’s Screen Name, “Title of the Article or Page.” *Title of the Website*, Publisher’s Name, Date of publication, URL.

*Notes: Only include publisher’s name if it is different than the name of the website. When using URLs in a citation, omit http:// or https:// from the address and begin with “www.” If creating on a digital device, make the URLs clickable links.